
Is it Correct to Invite Jesus into Your Heart?

Well, yes and no.

(1) If you use “invite Jesus into your heart” as an evangelistic strategy, then NO.

• The only way to come into the Kingdom is to confess that Jesus is Lord of all and have a heart-based
belief that Father raised him from the dead.1 Any other method is a religious activity and produces
people who just put up their hand as a ‘vote’ for Jesus.

(2) If you use “invite Jesus into your heart” as an evangelistic prelude, then NO.

• Telling people to do this before they commit themselves is the wrong emphasis. Foremost, they need
to understand that Jesus is the absolute ruler (viz. king of kings and lord or lords) who they need to
acknowledge and submit to his authority. This is mental ascent, not an emotional feeling.

(3) If you use “invite Jesus into your heart” as part of discipling, then YES.

• Although ‘conversion’ results  in  a  person being spiritually  reborn and being inhabited by Holy
Spirit,  there has to be a heart involvement in the process. Jesus wants to enter into an intimate
relationship with every son2 and this involves him connecting at a heart level. Religion misses out
on this because it’s all about becoming a church member, not a son of the Kingdom. Intimacy is
why there must be an emphasis on Jesus connecting with the person’s heart, and this requires their
ascent and invitation so that it takes place.

• The most important thing Jesus needs to do after a person’s spiritual rebirth is to train them to get off
the throne of their own heart and allow him to be seated there. The heart is the ‘driving seat’ for
every person, and Jesus as King needs to be the numero uno in every son’s life. Jesus must be their
Lord and King and this doesn’t happen until they vacate the control of their lives and love him with
all  their  heart.  Jesus’ Kingdom inhabits  a  person  when  he  is  genuinely  set  up  as  their  King,
otherwise the existence of the Kingdom is only Christian rhetoric. The Internal Kingdom, which is
the source of power for a person and the location out of which the Kingdom flows, only exists and
functions when King Jesus is seated on the throne of a person’s heart, not themselves.

The Christian cliché “invite Jesus into your heart” most likely had a genuine Kingdom meaning in the
past (probably with the Methodist revivals of the Wesleys) but it has lost its meaning these days and been
used erroneously.

So, we must regenerate the factual basis of this expression when we bring people into the Kingdom, but
we must do it in a Kingdom way – i.e. explaining what they need to do in their heart as a response to
Jesus’ Kingship. For example, we need to say to a ‘newbie’ in the Kingdom sometime after their rebirth
and after a little discipling:

“When you are ready, this is what you need to do: Invite Jesus into your heart
to sit on the throne of your heart. This is your act of surrender because you
no longer want to be in control of your life and that you give that control to
him. All your affection and desire must now be for him because your heart
must belong to him. Nothing from that time on is to dominate your emotions
and love, other than him – not even your spouse or your children, nothing! Jesus
wants to become your beloved to whom you are totally devoted and unswervingly
in love with. This is not a religious or legalistic thing to do. It must be the
pressing desire of your heart, an act which you voluntarily enter into.”

1 – Romans 10:9
2 – Revelation 3:20
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